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Abstract. The problem of reconstruction, renovation and revitalisation of 

unused or abandoned framed architectural objects is one of the cases of 

modern sustainable development. For several such objects, complex 

reconstruction projects were developed during the course of four 

International interdisciplinary student workshops “International Building 

Challenge” that include the choice of new functionality. Considered Objects 

for renovation include the equestrian yard of the Kuznetsovs' estate in 

Dolgoprudny (Moscow Area, Russia), pavilion 24 of the Trekhgornaya 

Manufactory in Moscow, Russia, the hanging room of the Zhivopisny bridge 

in Moscow, Russia as well as several water towers in the Central Federal 

District of the Russian Federation. All mentioned objects are having at least 

one uniting feature: an interpretation of frame house. For the first time in 

Russia, mentioned student’s projects reflected the real interaction of urban 

planners, developers, architects, designers and engineers. Projects consisted 

of several components: ecological (choice of materials, utilities, ecological 

zoning of the territory, green design standards), economic (best-use 

calculation), and social (needs of local residents). Empty or abandoned 

buildings on a frame construction basis showed functional flexibility and 

versatility.  

1 Introduction 
Human civilisation as we know it right now could be traced back from the dramatic change 

from nomadic to urban lifestyle. Since the development of the first cities in ancient Middle 

East, India and Mediterranean urban development never stopped and brought endless number 

of innovative solutions to satisfy constantly changing requirements of growing cities and its 

inhabitants. Arguably human societies all over the World currently live in the most fast 

changing environment ever and due to globalisation and inter-dependance of the cultures new 

development aspects may have similar or completely different solutions in different parts of 

the World. Historic deviations of the XX century created a unique situation in Central Russia 

which faced complex environmental challenge of renovation, reconstruction, revitalisation 

and successful reintegration of rare, empty frame buildings mainly constructed in the years 

of rapid industrialisation started at the second part of XIX century. Rapid infrastructure and 

cities development, new technologies and materials, huge number of construction projects 
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and ideas of urban planning dated back to those days created a lot of architectural landmarks

all over Russia. Further development brought to life interesting contradiction: well built and

innovative to its time structures became useless and abandoned within short historic

prospective - less then a hundred years. The idea to reintegrate the objects of architecture

heritage into a modernity brought our project in reality.

This article dedicated to the projects focused on more narrow subject - reintegration of

frame construction buildings. Naturally the European Union broad and sufficient experience

in this area was considered first as frame buildings are more common on its territory

comparing to Russia. In many instances Russian frame objects were incorrectly restored or

renovated in the Soviet era using materials unappropriate according to the contemporary

point of view, often authentic technologies used to be simplified or substituted for the sake

of ease, not ecologically friendly substances were used. All the above plus often ruined

conditions due to abandonment might impose serious danger to local residents. The article

pays special attention to the execution of those projects with theory of architecture, urban

planning and environmental design in mind.

The aim of the research is to study the accumulated materials of four consecutive

international interdisciplinary workshops on the reconstruction of frame objects -

International Building Challenge, held in Moscow, Russia. The objectives of the study are to

characterise the architectural, urban planning, interior and construction-ecological features

of the renovation projects of the frame objects involved in these workshops.

2 The scientific novelty features
- Find and develop within the student workshops an approach towards currently

abandoned/unused buildings.

- Identify sound renovation projects by combined efforts of professionals in theory of

architecture, urban planning, design and civil engineering;

- Broadly evaluate for the first time ever renovation projects for currently abandoned/unused

frame buildings in Central Russia through involvement of local authorities, professionals,

education facilities and local residents;

- Confirm the significant functional variability of local frame buildings through modelling

and experimental design;

3 The practical novelty features
- Involvement of experimental student projects in course of real renovation of the local

architectural objects mentioned in the article;

- Methodology development for the complex renovation of abandoned/unused buildings and

its incorporation into educational process via development of the guidelines for architectural

design studies.

The International Building Challenge, referred here in after IBC, was originally an

internship for students in the field of construction engineering at the Saxion University of

Applied Sciences, where students from the Netherlands honed the skills acquired during their

studies in the number of European countries: Great Britain, Belgium, France, Germany,

Spain, Romania and Estonia. Since recently, the workshop started in Moscow, Russia.

This workshop became unique due to co-operation with the Saxion University of Applied

Sciences and the National Association of Researchers of Timber Frame Architecture (NOIFA

- the abbreviation in Russian), a co-organiser of IBC in Russia. NOIFA developed the

workshop program and negotiated all the issues with the local Authorities and educational
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institutions. The role of organisers of the event was later assigned to various specialised

universities in Moscow.

Few words regarding the previous publications on the International Building Challenge

workshop in Moscow. One of them refers to Moscow workshop methodology and it pays

special attention to the interaction of students of various specialties within one project. That

never happened before. Previously in Moscow workshops related to complex renovation of

historical buildings and surrounding territories only students of one or two specialties took

part [1]. Another publication focuses on the IBC workshop at Moscow Architectural Institute,

on the originality of the student’s assignments and the nuances of the workshop methodology

[2]. The third publication, made by fellow designers, noted the impact of VNIITE (All-Union

Scientific Research Institute of Industrial Design, est. 1962 in the former Soviet Union and

currently under integration into Russian State Technological University) design approaches

on IBC [3]. In this regard, it should be noted that the Russian version of the workshop was

originally developed in accordance with the educational technology of the student workshop

on the reconstruction of an abandoned building in Apolda, (Germany) organised by the

Bauhaus University of Weimar's History of Architecture and Monuments Protection. Thus,

the novelty of this article lies in the analysis of the features of student projects through the

prism of interaction of three expressive arts: design, architecture and urban planning with

constructing ecology in mind.

A ‘frame structure’ or ‘half-timbering’ refers to the buildings where frames traditionally

made of timber while spaces between the bearing structures called panels (in German

‘Gefach’ or ‘Fӓcher’) later filled-in with some kind of non-structural material (infill). The

frame is often left exposed on the exterior of the building. ‘Fachwerk’ is a polysemic term.

So, H. Müller associated the term with opus craticium andmurus gallicus from the Vitruvius’

tractate [4]. L. A. Serk in return uses this term to describe a large-span frame without braces

and with brick filling [5]. In addition, this definition denotes a historically established

construction technique, consisting of a load-bearing frame and no or almost no-load filling

[6]. At the same time, especially in German version of this term, an emphasis is placed on

inter-frame gaps [7], and not on the frame. Along with this, there is a non-separation of the

terms ‘truss’ (construction) and ‘half-timbered’ (construction equipment) [8]. In addition,

German experts may refer to ‘timber frame’ conical dwellings filled with clay-coated wattle

(wattle and daub) or covered with skins [9, 10]. Additionally, there are many similar regional

variants of timber frame buildings, both civil and public, which are called differently in the

special literature, which contradicts the scientific principle of the same name for similar

phenomena.

In order to logically resolve the contradiction that arose in this review, the author proposes

to shift the emphasis in the definition of frame buildings from structures and construction

equipment to ‘tectonics’. The term ‘tectonics’ in the non-visual arts is going to be used to

mark the artistic interpretation of the laws of the object [11] or a construction processed

plastically to achieve a certain emotional impact [12]. Based on this, in architecture in its

pure form, architectural and structural systems are not used, but only plastically processed

‘tectonic systems’ are employed. Fachwerk can be called a tectonic system consisting of rods.

This universal definition will be used in this study.

The urban development aspect of IBC is clearly based on the concept of sustainable

development. A sustainable urbanised environment [13], surrounding one or another object

of frame architecture considered in this article, is formed on the basis of ecological, social

and economic balance.
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4 Methods
A new simulation technique of real interaction between the number of professionals

(architects, urban planners, engineers, developers and environmental designers) was

successfully tested in the framework of international interdisciplinary educational events

aimed to re-purpose currently abandoned or unused frame architectural objects. Students of

various specialties: architects, civil engineers and urban planners, environmental designers

and developers divided into several mixed groups interacted with each other in English

during weekly workshops and developed complex projects for the renovation of unique for

Russia frame architectural objects. Territorial peculiarities and Green standards of both

European Union and Russian Federation were taken into account on this stage. In the

beginning, urban planners were concerned on functional saturation of the territory, while

developers calculated the best-use of the building. Then, based on findings of the first stage,

architects proposed possible functionality, and designers developed the design concepts for

the premises. On the final stage, engineers made the proposals for the necessary

infrastructure.

5 Results
For the first time, the international interdisciplinary student workshop International Building

Challenge was held in Moscow and Dolgoprudny from May 7th till May 13th, 2016. It was

dedicated to the renovation of the horse yard and part of the territory of the Kuznetsov

merchants' estate (Mysovo) [14], which remained in municipal ownership. The equestrian

building was built at the beginning of the 20th century in the Tudor-Elizabethan style and

had a second timber framed floor. It was recognised as a regional monument of historical and

architectural heritage. The territory of the estate has the following town planning peculiarity:

it is located on the outskirts of the city and in the centre of transport communications (Vodniki

railway station, Moscow Canal, Sheremetyevo airport, Likhachevskoe highway). The tourist

environment of Dolgoprudny was assessed as average [15]. During the workshop the

following projects were developed: a modern equestrian club (Fig. 1 – I – a), an art residence

(Fig. 1 – I – c, d), a cafe and a health centre (Fig. 1 – I – b).

From May 6th till May 12th 2017, the IBC interdisciplinary student workshop was held

in Moscow for the second time. The aim of the workshop was to develop a concept for

complex renovation and re-development of the pavilion 24 of Trekhgornaya Manufactory.

The main feature of the chosen building is a unique architectural and engineering solution

where metal frame and brick infill was used as an interpretation of the traditional frame

construction. The building is a part of a cultural heritage site - an ensemble of the Prokhorov’s

Trekhgornaya Manufactory, which specialises in weaving and dyeing fabrics. The

manufactory is located at the foot of the high left bank of the Moscow River, in close

proximity to the White House (The House of the Government of the Russian Federation) and

the World Trade Centre. It should be noted that Trekhgornaya Manufactory is the oldest

Moscow textile enterprise, founded in the 18th century [16]. The unique industrial

environment of Trekhgornaya Manufactory is a reserve for the rapidly developing Moscow

[17]. Projects were developed for a fitness centre (Fig. 1 – II – b), a cinema, a textile museum

(Fig. 1 – II – a, c, d), and few others.

From May 14th till May 19th 2018, the workshop was held in Moscow for the third time.

In 2018, this educational event was dedicated to the renovation of the Zhivopisny Bridge.

The aim of the workshop was to find a new functionality for the suspended floor on the arch

of the bridge and to renovate the attached territory. Structurally, this bridge is a frame

interpretation. All the construction data on the Zhivopisny Bridge were kindly provided by

its author, Mr. N. I. Shumakov, the President of the Union of Architects of Russia. The room
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on the arch of the Zhivopisny Bridge consequently changed the following functions: an

observation deck [18], a restaurant, a wedding palace and finally became abandoned [19].

During the workshop, projects were proposed for the following purposes: an anti-cafe (Fig.

1 – III – a, b), a club, a greenhouse, and few others.

From May 13th till May 17th, 2019, the workshop was held in Moscow for the fourth

time. The educational event this time was devoted to the new functionality search for water

towers, reinforced with concrete frame structures. Built in the late 19th beginning of the 20th

centuries those water-towers are quite noticeable objects while most of them currently unused

and abandoned with few if any maintenance provided. Among the proposed new functions

of those towers were the following: a museum, a cultural centre, a library and even a

bathhouse. One of the project actually was to demolish the tower and clear the place for

completely new construction.
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Fig. 1. Student's projects: I – Horse yard of the Kuznetsov estate in Dolgoprudny, Moscow

area, Russia; II – Pavilion 24 of the Trekhgornaya Manufactory in Moscow, Russia; III –

Zhivopisny Bridge in Moscow, Russia.
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6 Discussion
The workshop International Building Challenge might certainly learn from the experience of

the All-Russian workshop Point of Growth: Architectural Practices in the field of conducting

surveys of residents to identify environmental shortcomings of the territories adjacent to the

renovated objects [20]. Another way to obtain a more objectively justified project for the

renovation of an unused architectural object is to attract specialists from the fields of tourism,

advertising, and urban ecology. The third way to improve the results of future workshops

should be recognised as the universalisation of its methodology by transferring it to

architectural objects with a constructive basis other than frame, as it is planned to do in May

2021 in the MGSU. The fourth way to improve the results of the workshop is to combine the

environmental standards of BREEAM, LEED with the green standards of Russia in the

design process.

7 Conclusions
From the point of view of the theory of architecture and design, we can point out the

functional universalism of frame tectonic systems: the wide variability of its morphology

makes it easy to re-purpose the object of frame architecture. With the help of frame elements,

it is easy to change the style of the facades and interiors of the building. In case of difficulties

with choosing the functionality of a certain structure with a different tectonic system, it is

possible to recommend adding stylish frame superstructures or extensions, which can

significantly expand its functionality. From the point of view of the theory of urban planning,

the territory given over for construction and located near the landmark frame object can be

gentrified. From the point of view of biosphere compatibility, when renovating frame objects,

it is recommended to choose modern materials with tested and recognised minimal harmful

effects on the ecosystem.
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